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In response to such callous remarks, we held the TA equivalent of a "bake-off," staging "egg timer races" that signified on these remarks. What would a seven-minute graded paper look like? Visualize that, we said to our students, faculty, and administration. TAs imagined ingenious ways of answering the demands of "speed-up": reading the first and last para graph of each paper to assign a grade; reading only the first page; or, sim ply tossing papers into "scoring zones" of A, B, C, and D. Additionally, we held public grade-ins wearing hard hats with yellow road signs that read "TAs at Work." We literally had to embody our labor and label our work as work for faculty and students to see it. And as feminized pink-collar workers, both women and men, we had to take our "private," invisible, domesticated labor into the public sphere, performing "hard labor" under the universal signifier of the "hard hat." And finally, we had to brandish our pencils as weapons of mass protest-hence our efforts with the "giant pencils" mentioned earlier. The prototype pencil for our protest was a five-foot prop from a local florist's Secretary's Day window display, which we recycled with a certain feminist irony. It is no accident that in the interest of having our work taken seriously we had to move from the hard hat to the symbolic hard-on. Contrary to theories that left-leaning campuses make for fertile ground for union organizing, the university's romance with the archaic idea of apprenticeship, combined with the frequently unacknowledged class and race politics of campuses, make union organizing a tough battle. Given that only 11 percent of workers in the United States are unionized, orga nizing graduate students is a challenge. Within the UC system, this struc tural impediment is reflected in notorious, heavily financed (with public funds) anti-union campaigns in all sectors of its workforce. Compounding these difficulties is the fact that unions themselves have gone increasingly to a corporate top-down organizing model. For academics to become unionized, we first have to acknowledge that we are indeed workers. When confronted with graduate students' desire to unionize, faculty often respond that they themselves once performed these labors without compensation (and without complaint). However, for many of us entering graduate school with the model of civil rights For a few years graduate students at UCSB tried to encourage incoming colleagues not to apply for funding that had been formerly earmarked as affirmative action grants geared to first-generation students and students of color, if they did not in fact fit those criteria. Of course, as the graduate student population became whiter and more privileged, new cohorts (even ones researching race and social justice) believed protesting scarce funding sources to be something they could not afford. Additionally, graduate students worked to demand greater transparency in hiring practices and to request specifically that positions be announced publicly and not be parceled out behind closed doors. These grassroots internal efforts worked toward creating a local culture and ethos around labor, funding, and competition that tried to acknowledge the structural (class, race, sexual) inequalities of the institution. This idea of fostering "a culture" as Amid X a:;^opposed to simply fighting for specific rights became an important local organizing tactic.
In 1999, the courts ruled against UC's last legal appeal, determining that in fact graduate student TAs were not apprentices, as UC had claimed, but employees covered by California labor law. This effectively ended UC's legal case and the union gained recognition for more than 9,000 graduate student employees. However, the labor struggles continue to this day as the union tries to negotiate fair contracts with the university, and the threat of renewed strikes looms in the face of UC's repeated unfair labor practices at the bar gaining table.
Simultaneously, an important struggle within the academic labor movement continues, as pro-union academic workers actively seek to cre ate better, more democratic unions responsive to rank-and-file needs and leadership. These posters appeared just as tensions between local member organizers and the UAW began to erupt over issues of organizational power not dissimilar to those fought by the New Directions movement within the UAW in its hometown of Flint, Michigan." Increasingly, UCSB's local ASE union leadership was concerned about the UAW's anti democratic organizing model, its poor communication with membership, its refusal to listen to the needs and input of rank-and-file membership, and its lack of concern with active member participation."2 These posters were not given an official stamp of approval by the UAW, neither were they banned, as were other materials generated by local member-organiz ers. The UAW would eventually respond to these internal critiques by taking the draconian step of labeling the core campus organizers at UCSB "counter-organizers" and "dissidents," shutting union members out of critical strike-planning meetings, firing campus-based paid organizers, raiding their homes for membership lists and other "union property," and replacing locally grown leadership with professional outside organizers. Union members found themselves working within an organization that, similar to the university, operated out of a fear of dissent and open dia logue."3 As Corina Kellner, a union activist from the anthropology depart ment aptly put it, "We've traded one paternalism for another."'4
The posters reproduced here reflect the consciousness-raising that sus tains union participation and membership, thus creating a strong local union culture. Their feminist activist methodology of creative collabora tion, rank-and-file spontaneity, and quick response to local issues by local workers reflect an oppositional labor consciousness that seeks to change the patriarchal culture of the university, corporate unionism, and also the racism, sexism, and heterosexism within our own labor organizing. 
